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Apostle John saw a star gate open in the sky to heaven!
The Apostle John was spiritual traveler through a star gate (door) that appeared in the sky.
He was connected to the Throne room of God.
SO, WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE IN THE THIRD WAVE MINISTERS OPENING
STARGATES COMPARED TO THE THIRD HEAVEN AND TRAFFICING WITH
FEMALE AND MALE ANGELS? THESE FAMILIAR ANGELS ALSO DRIVE
REVIVALS; HEAL THE SICK; DIVINATE FORTUNES; THROW GOLD DUST AND
FAKE GEMSTONES IN MEETINGS; ANOINT FALLEN MINISTERS TO PREACH;
CAUSE PEOPLE TO UNCONTROLLABLY LAUGH AND MAKE STRANGE ANIMAL
NOISES; AND STRANGELY MANIFEST WITH KUNDALINI DEMONS? AND THE
PROMOTION OF DEPRAVED MEN'S MINISTRIES.
“Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the
faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; 2 Speaking lies in hypocrisy;
having their conscience seared with a hot iron;” -- 1 Timothy 4:1-2 KJV
The father of occulted astral soul traveling trips to “Third Heaven” was originally contrived by
morally depraved “Prophet” Bob Jones, CHIEF WIZARD, ~SORCERER. When Jones brings these
familiar angels (in the form men and women shape shifting angels), appears with spiritual gifts and
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powers that was originally given to followers of Jesus and His church and not angels. Angels are

referred to in the Bible (Hebrew language) as Bene elohim, or "sons of God and not women."
Many ministers are following in Jones’ footsteps of “opening up the heavens”, such as Peter
Wagner, Chuck Pierce and NAR members who open paranormal doors to meet the fallen angels
and submit to their strange doctrines of devils.
God placed a supernatural barrier between the satanic realms and humans for their protection.
Devils must BE GIVEN the will of a person before they can breach the forbidden territory to his
demonic kingdom. Adam and Eve had to get in agreement with Satan’s lie before he could enter
into their spirit and body. Other words, their wills OF AGREEMENT WITH SATAN’S
WORDS were the OPENING TO THE CLOSED DOOR OF HIS ENTRANCE INTO THEIR
BODY AND SPIRIT. The human will is stronger than all the devils ability in the universe!
Pat Holliday Says, Actually this is the secret key that is opening the portals to the Third Heavens
for Christians to enter into the forbidden areas of the occult witchcraft practices. The wizard or
the witch must get a person’s agreement of their spiritual gateway, their will to take their spirit
through the star gate. The word “faith: used here should be expressed, will power. Satan cannot
steal a soul without an agreement of the person’s will.”
The Lord revealed to me, once a person’s spirit leaves his body to astral project to the Third
Heaven, their spirit is captured and enslaved on the other side. A fallen angel returns and takes
dominion of that poor ignorant person’s body. They will remain there enslaved until they meet
the Lord at His Judgment Seat.

Bob Jones has to say, 'A lot of people see a lot of different colors [when in the third
heaven], but when I take the children up most of the time, they see the "white light". ' Bob
Jones, by the way, claims he can take anyone with him up into a third heaven experience,
by his own will by grabbing their hand. He claims he goes up 'there' daily.
There is a stark difference in the supernatural description the Apostle Paul’s heavenly
experiences and those who claim that they are going into “Third Heaven.”
Remember Jesse Duplantis supposedly trip to God’s Throne room. He goes in and
instead of being awed by the presence of God and Jesus; he goes over to a friend that died
six month’s previously.
Duplantis says,

“How you doing? The man responds, “Man, if I knew before, what I know
now, I’d lived differently.”1
This on gets a double hogwash from me; in these false trips to heaven, these people talk to
dead people which is forbidden by the Scriptures AND truly indicates a false demonic
experience.

1

http://www.forgottenword.org/duplantis.html a must read of a false visit to “Paradise.”
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The Apostle John fell flat on his face as if dead when he saw Jesus! He never mentions the
people that he saw in heaven but he brought back the wonderful mystical heavenly scenes
and vital messages from God for the human race.

NEW AGE CHRISTIANS WORSHIP ANGELS AND PLANETS
“And when I saw him, (Jesus) I fell at his feet as dead. And he laid his right hand upon me,
saying unto me, Fear not; I am the first and the last:” – Revelation 1:17 KJV

The New Apostolic Reformation
(The New Age Movement features the quest for the "Holy Grail" as a path to transcendental or
higher consciousness.) "Because of today's broad acceptance of Eastern mysticism a worldwide,
there will be more and more spiritual emergencies as thousands of people become involved in
the occult. Oblivious of the possibility of demonic possession, Marilyn Ferguson's "Brain/Mind"
bulletin explains what might be a spiritual emergency: "A loss of body awareness, strange
visions, uncontrollable tingling or shaking of the body may be attributed to spontaneous release
of "kundalini" energy from the base of the spine. One may feel a loss of personal boundaries;
leaving one uncertain where the body ends and the rest of the world begin. Such experiences are
common among people involved in yoga, meditation and other spiritual disciplines."i
Are these so-called Christian men and women practicing New Age Cosmic Consciousness?
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When Peter Wagner says, “We are going to open the portal to the nations” and “Todd you
are the “portal to the future. . . We came to align Todd Bentley. . .” What does he mean?
Do we ever see Jesus or His apostles opening witchcraft portals or aligning people into His
ministry? These activities are DIFINATELY NOT BIBLICAL CHRISTIANITY MY
FRIENDS. Look and see for yourselves that these men are simply practicing the Aquarian
Gospel of the New Age.
http://www.estaraweb.com/galacticalignmentnews.html (not Christian site).

Galactic Alignments are gateways that are created by a particular alignment of the planets
and stars of our universe with the Earth. When planets or stars move into a geometrical
position in relationship with the Earth, it sets up a communication channel. This channel is
a gateway for information to flow through. The more conscious and receptive we are of
this available channel, the more we can open to receive, assimilate and utilize this energy
and information in our lives.ii
CHUCK PIERCE’S BIZARRE PROPHETIC “MINISTRY”
For
a
sampling
of
Chuck
Pierce's
bizarre
prophetic
"ministry"
visit
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-5403103165515642694 , starting around minute 44 of
this 52-minute video. You'll hear some of his strange prophetic utterances. To even begin to
remotely understand the concept of "singing with the planets," however, you'll have to watch
the entire video.
You will also become aware of the fact that they are also attributing “healing energies to the
sounds of planets and interacting with the sounds. You will see a strange woman on the platform
doing a very witchy looking dance. You will see a “prophetess decreeing that a new beginning
has begun and proclaiming their bodies are being healed by the sounds. The blowing of the
shepherd horns into the universe are supposed to “align” their spirits, earth with the universe.
The people react with New Age style worship and pagan dancing. This Cosmic worship is the
creepiest stuff that I’ve ever witnessed in my life.
CHUCK PIERCE SINGING WITH THE SINGING PLANETS
If there is one thing I have learned about the self named apostles and prophets of the New
Apostolic Reformation, it is this. It can ALWAYS get weirder. A recent circulating
YouTube video clip of Chuck Pierce and Robert Heidler has proved this yet again. This
relatively short clip was taken from a larger one in which we see Pierce extolling the virtues
of singing with the planets - the sound of heaven. He tells the audience that some of their
organs will come alive. What exactly does that mean? He claims that he can see strands of
DNA being reprogrammed by the sounds of heaven and that he can see the earth rising up
to the sounds of heaven to bring forth the plan of the land. A grey haired lady with the eyes
of a cheap fortune teller makes an appearance a few minutes in and gives a prophesy that I
can only describe as creepy. This is followed by strange sounds by a man on stage. I give
this a 90/100 on the weirdness scale.iii
http://www.deceptionbytes.com/SingingwithPlanets
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Incidentally, as favorably reported by Peter Wagner, that special "Be Revived" oil is what was
used to anoint Todd Bentley by the "apostles" at his commissioning ceremony on June 23rd.
When he was touched with that special anointing oil, Bentley "went down under the power," and
"the power of the Holy Spirit was so heavy on that event that you could have cut it with a knife!"
reported Wagner. Two days later in Lakeland, celebrated "apostle" Chef' Ahn used that same
special oil to personally anoint the 1,000 or so pastors who were present to be “carriers of the
fire” to their churches. Forty-seven nations were represented in that meeting. Wagner also
recently reported that, although "Lakeland 1" is over, "Lakeland 2" has just begun.iv
The mysticism in the New Age is surely the common denominator. Although they talk about
Jesus, it has really "another Jesus", unquestionably not the one of the Bible, born of a Virgin,
Who died for our sins, was raised from the dead, ascended to the Father, and returning again in
victory! Eastern Religion has many gods. Jesus is merely added to the end of their list of gods.
They refer to their gods by many names such as, "infinite one, cosmic consciousness, the
universal mind, Krishna, Buddha.
Is God a super duper light being that will open a gigantic star gate in year 2012 enter into the
“cleansed earth” believed by these extremely fanatical men who think that Jesus will be received
back into the Garden of Eden that they have prepared for Him?
Is He (God) a planet that sings and makes sounds that can heal our bodies and change our DNA?
Is He God that sends created light beings called angels to lead revivals and spread ant biblical
doctrines to His Church? Is He a God that has given His power that the Bible says only belongs
to Jesus Christ to do miracles?
Or will He be the Sovereign God of the Bible. Jesus who will victorious return, capture their god
the Antichrist, the false prophet and the Devil and cast them into the pit? The Divine One that we
are looking for, preach about and know by our spirit connected to Him?
Could it be that the Christian Star gate openers are simply deluded pawns in the hand of
Satan and his fallen angels?
SATAN’S MESSENGERS AND HIS DEFEAT
As we are the end of this age and have stepped into the Revelation epoch, the demonic
spirit world have been released and becoming clearly and active. We believe that the
Sovereign God Jehovah is the world creator and ruler and for His followers, there is a
defined line of separation. His angelic armies are by far more powerful to all the armies of
the world together and the fallen angels that followed Satan’s mutiny against God.
The Bible shows the endgame of Satan’s existence and it shows the incredible amazement
of the people of the true prominence of Satan.
“Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit. 16 THEY (the people)
SHALL SEE THEE (Satan) SHALL NARROWLY LOOK UPON THEE, AND
CONSIDER THEE, SAYING, IS THIS THE MAN THE MAN THAT MADE THE
EARTH TO TREMBLE, THAT DID SHAKE KINGDOMS; 17 That made the world as a
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wilderness, and destroyed the cities thereof; that opened not the house of his prisoners? 18
All the kings of the nations, even all of them, lie in glory, everyone in his own house. 19 But
thou art cast out of thy grave like an abominable branch, and as the raiment of those that
are slain, thrust through with a
sword, that go down to the stones of
the pit; as a carcase trodden under
feet. 20 Thou shalt not be joined
with them in burial, because thou
hast destroyed thy land, and slain
thy people: the seed of evildoers
shall never be renowned,” -- Isaiah
14:15-20 KJV
“Are you the one … that brought
world to the brink of total
animation … the people asked at the
Judgment Seat of Jesus? Satan’s
presence could not measure up to
their imagined image of him and his
power. They had followed him and
are the guilty ones because without
Behold, a door was opened in heaven
their consent and complicity, Satan
could have never gained sovereign
leadership over the world and bring it to its knees through his malicious, destructive
powers. SATAN FAILS! HIS AND HIS FOLLOWERS DESTINATION IS HELL!
ONE MEDIATOR BETWEEN GOD AND MEN
1Ti 2:5 for [there is] one God, and ONE MEDIATOR between God and men, the man CHRIST Jesus.
You can only come through the Door of the Great Shepherd through repentance and receiving His
blood sacrifice.
Heb 12:24-26 “And to Jesus the mediator of the new covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling,
that speaketh better things than that of Abel. 25 See that ye refuse not him that speaketh. For if
they escaped not who refused him that spake on earth, much more shall not we escape, if we
turn away from him that speaketh from heaven: 26 Whose voice then shook the earth: but now
he hath promised, saying, Yet once more I shake not the earth only, but also heaven.” KJV
.Heb 9:15 And for this cause he is the mediator of the new testament, that by means of death, for
the redemption of the transgressions that were under the first testament, they which are called
might receive the promise of eternal inheritance. KJV
REPENT FROM FOLLOWING THESE FALSE PROPHETS AND TURN YOUR SOULS OVER TO JESUS
WHO IS THE TRUE LOVER OF YOUR SOULS
BIBLICAL STARGATE OPENED TO HEAVEN BY THE WILL OF GOD
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After this I looked, and, behold, a door was opened in heaven: and the first voice which I
heard was as it were of a trumpet talking with me; which said, Come up hither, and I will
shew thee things which must be hereafter, “ -- Revelation 4:1
THE STARGATE TO THIRD HEAVEN IS OPENED BY THE WILL OF MEN AND
WOMEN AND OCCULT SOUL TRAVELING
The Apostle Paul was invited into the star gate to Heaven by the Will of God. Bob Jones and his
blinded followers “open the star gates to the Third Heavens” by submitting their wills to eat from
forbidden fruit of eating from the Devil’s table.”
Verse 1. [After this] Greek, "After these things"; that is, after what he had seen, and after what
he had been directed to record in the preceding chapters. How long after these things this
occurred, he does not say-whether on the same day, or at some subsequent time; and conjecture
would be useless. The scene, however, is changed. Instead of seeing the Savior standing
before him (Rev 1), the scene is transferred to heaven, and he is permitted to look in upon the
throne of God, and upon the worshippers there.2
[I looked] Greek, "I saw" – eidon . Our word "look" would rather indicate purpose or
intentions, as if he had designedly directed his attention to heaven, to see what could be
discovered there. The meaning, however, is simply that he saw a new vision, without intimating
whether there was any design on his part, and without saying how his thoughts came to be
directed to heaven.3
[A door was opened] That is, there was apparently an opening in the sky like a door, so that he
could look into heaven.4
[In heaven] or, rather, in the expanse above-in the visible heavens as they appear to spread out
over the earth. So Ezekiel 1:1, "The heavens were opened, and I saw visions of God." The
Hebrews spoke of the sky above as a solid expanse; or as a curtain stretched out; or as an
extended arch above the earth-describing it as it appears to the eye. In that expanse, or arch,
the stars are set as gems (compare the notes on Isaiah 34:4); through apertures or windows in that
expanse the rain comes down, Genesis7:11; and that is opened when a heavenly messenger
comes down to the earth, Matthew 3:16. Compare Luke 3:21; Acts 7:56; 10:11.
Many people try to interpret the Bible through their natural senses because they are not
supernaturally inclined. Therefore the commentator writer tries to explain that John’s spiritual
experience was “figurative.” or a metaphorical, allegorical and not a literal supernatural
encounter with unnatural.
Of course, all this is figurative, but it is such language as all people naturally use. The simple
meaning here is, that John had a vision of what is in heaven as if there had been such an opening
made through the sky, and he had been permitted to look into the world above.5
2
3
4

(from Barnes' Notes, Electronic Database Copyright © 1997, 2003, 2005, 2006 by Biblesoft, Inc. All rights reserved.)
Ibid, from Barnes' Notes, Electronic Database

ibid
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“And immediately I was in the spirit: and, behold, a throne was set in heaven, and one sat on the
throne.” Revelation 4:2; [I was in the Spirit] Rapt up in an ecstasy. 6
YES! GOD OPENED HIS STARGATE TO THE THRONE ROOM OF HEAVEN TO THE
APOSTLE JOHN AND OTHER CHAMPIONS OF
HIS KINGDOM FOR HIS OWN PURPOSE.
God’s purpose by His will and choice of particular
prophets was to reveal the future to His people
concerning the times in which we are living
presently living. The Apostle John was in the
“spirit” meaning communication with God in
prayer. He is never shown as “opening portals
(doorways to heaven to his friends or fellow
prophets) nor giving a prophecy such as, “Thus
saith the Lord, He is going to bless you with a new
Apostle John was in the “spirit”
Jackass or tent.” Or, “Thus saith the Lord, Son you
are going to be the number one portal opener to the
nations… “As Wagner gave to the backslidden revivalist, Todd Bentley; or “II see an angel
standing behind you and his name is Michael….. Blah, blah. Blah….”
The Apostle John was in the “spirit” while Bob Jones was in a restaurant with group friends
when he took Todd Bentley astral projecting into the “Third Heaven.”; a vast difference, right?
Repent and seek the Lord Jesus while he can still be found.

Pat Holliday, Ph.D.
9252 San Jose Blvd., 2804
Jacksonville, Fl. 32257
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5

(from Barnes' Notes, Electronic Database Copyright © 1997, 2003, 2005, 2006 by Biblesoft, Inc. All rights reserved.)

6

(from Adam Clarke's Commentary, Electronic Database. Copyright © 1996, 2003, 2005, 2006 by Biblesoft, Inc. All
rights reserved.)
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